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On September 18th, 1908, a group of Scottish Suffragettes proudly wearing draped 
tartan shawls, posed for a photo (fig. 1). With W.A Thorburn describing the Scottish 
tartan as a specifically male textile, this act obviously has some import.1 However, what 
significance underlies these politically radicalized women’s decision to wear this cloth, 
in this way, at this point in history? This question is at the centre of my investigation 
regarding the gendering of tartan from the eighteenth to the early twentieth century. 
My paper examines tartan in several contexts, such as: early Jacobite portraiture; 
Queen Victoria’s use of tartan to promote her femininity and domesticity; and the 
Scottish suffragettes’ appropriation of the cloth as part of their military persona. 
Together, these instances refute Thorburn’s convention of the tartan as exclusively 
male. My analysis will use both Judith Butler’s concept of gender as performance and 
her recognition of the subversive qualities of drag to examine how different women of 
varying socio-economic and political affiliations engaged with and the acted out the 
wearing of tartan and the kilt. I argue that the act of cross-dressing by two kilted 
suffragettes reveals the performativity of gender, and that through an understanding 
of tartan as cross-dressing the textile becomes liberated from a gender binary. 

 
THE JACOBITES AND EARLY FEMALE TARTAN PORTRAITURE 

During the Jacobite Rebellion in the mid eighteenth century, tartan became a 
subversive indicator of extremist political leanings. Led by Charles Edward Stuart (alias 
‘Bonnie Prince Charlie’), who had a claim to the throne through his grandfather King 
James II and VII, the Jacobite Uprising of 1745 sought to restore the house of Stuart to 
the British throne, and ultimately failed. Historian Hugh Cheape explains that with the 
rise of anti-Union and anti-English sentiment in Scotland at this time, tartan, a cloth 
traditionally worn and created in the Highlands, was transformed into a patriotic 
symbol, and soon became the unofficial uniform of the Jacobites and their supporters.2 
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Following the Jacobite Rebellion’s failure in 1745, the subsequent Act of Proscription 
by the British Government forbade the bearing of arms north of the Highland line, as 
well as the wearing of tartan, along with other elements of Highland dress.3 The Act 
was repealed in 1782.4 Art Historian Viccy Coltman argues that the English 
government’s outlawing of tartan proves that they were aware of the textile’s symbolic 
power to inspire insurrection and rebellion.5 However, this proscription of the use and 
wearing of tartan did not extend to women, and thus neither did the perceived threat.6  
 

Before the failed uprising in 1745, the presence of tartan in portraiture became 
a way of showing support for the Jacobite cause; however, this symbol was employed 
almost exclusively in male portraits.7 One of the few female portraits portraying tartan 
from this period is Allan Ramsay’s Portrait of Flora MacDonald, painted in 1749, which 
shows Bonnie Prince Charlie’s ally draped in the red and black MacDonald tartan. Both 
the tartan and the white roses in Flora MacDonald’s hair and on her dress signal her 
allegiance to the Jacobite cause, and together produce a bold political statement.8 
And her tartan sash is draped and pinned in the style of a military cloak.9 In his analysis 
of the painting, Art Historian Robin Nicholson suggests that this use of tartan 
specifically in a woman’s portrait illustrates how tartan had already taken on gendered 
connotations in the eighteenth century. The tartan emphasizes the subject’s “strength 
and stoicism,” which are traditionally understood as male characteristics.10 Nicholson 
argues that MacDonald’s femininity is “offset by the angular lines of the tartan,” as the 
soft contours of her female body are contrasted with the harsh lines of the tartan 
fabric.11 This painting is an early implication of the notion that femininity and tartan are 
irreconcilable.  
 

 
QUEEN VICTORIA AND THE ROMANTIC AND DOMESTIC TARTAN 

Following the 1745 uprising, the Scots were depicted visually as bloodthirsty savages 
by the British.12 However, by the 1820s, their image had been completely rehabilitated, 
thereafter, they were portrayed as romantic heroes, largely due to the influential work 
of Scottish writer and poet, Sir Walter Scott.13 Scott stage-managed King George IV’s 
visit to Edinburgh in 1822, and it was in the pageantry of this visit that he promoted an 
idealized vision of the Scottish as a noble and peaceful people.14 Scott covered both 
the city and the people of Edinburgh in tartan, with those attending in Highland dress, 
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introducing this textile as a homogenously Scottish identifier.15 This identity, however, 
was an exaggerated fabrication from Scott’s vision, wherein tartan was a costume to be 
‘put on’ by the people of Edinburgh. Scot was also influential in gendering tartan as a 
specifically male signifier: Scottish Literature Professor Kenneth McNeil explains that 
this performance of Scottishness during the 1822 visit was one that was specifically 
male, at a key moment when the country’s national identity, too, was becoming tied to 
a male Highland character.16 This figure was fierce, strong, and loyal, a mighty and 
intimidating man. The kind of Scottishness promoted by both Scott’s 1822 pageant 
and literary works is also seen in the paintings of Sir Edwin Landseer. Landseer’s 1850 
painting The Highlander shows a Highlander wearing a tartan kilt, carrying an eagle 
which he appears to have just killed, an act which speaks to his skill at hunting and 
mastery over his environment. Here Landseer also promotes a version of Scottish 
masculinity founded in heroism and power that became popular as part of a kind of 
escapist fantasy for post-Industrial Revolution England, whose new sociocultural 
landscape did not allow for a more traditional performance of masculinity.17 And, as 
the most popular artist in Britain at the time, Landseer was essential in constructing a 
vision of Scotland that celebrated a heavily romanticized image of the wild and fierce 
masculinity of the Highlander. 18 
 

Both Scott and Landseer were influential in shaping Queen Victoria’s 
understanding of Scotland, she read Scott’s works growing up, and was also a great 
patron of Landseer.19 Although Victoria was incredibly influential in promoting an 
essentially masculine vision of Scotland, her use of tartan in both her dress and her 
Highland home illustrates an alternative relationship forming between tartan and 
gender.20 In the past, Highland women wore plaid dresses – called arisaids – whose use 
of plaid in female fashion increased with the promotion of the Jacobite case.21 Victoria 
also only ever wore tartan in an acceptably feminine manner: Kenneth McNeil remarks 
that she adopted her own version of Highland fashion by wearing a tartan shawl with a 
softer colour pattern.22 Art Historian Johnathan Faiers explains that Victoria’s use of 
tartan in this context makes it nothing more than an accessory, which kept with the 
Victorian emphasis on the ‘ultra-feminine’ style of dress.23 While Victoria’s sash appears 
similar to that which adorned Flora MacDonald in her portrait, it is inherently different. 
Flora’s patterned sash is a bold statement of her political support to the Jacobite cause, 
and is directly tied to the masculinity of the military campaign. Contrariwise, Victoria’s 
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sash is far removed from any political affiliation, and as result, becomes a safe and 
harmless pattern to be worn. Therefore, in Victoria’s context, the use of tartan by a 
woman accentuates the wearer’s femininity, as it carries no heavy masculine 
connotations. Queen Victoria also popularized the use of tartan and plaid in English 
female fashion: tartan-trimmed cloaks and bonnets, and plaid dresses became wildly 
popular in the United Kingdom.24 All of these uses of tartan are thoroughly feminized, 
and carry none of its former political associations of the Jacobite era.25 
 

Victoria’s use of tartan did not end at her dress, but extended to the décor of her 
Highland home of Balmoral. The use of tartan within the home as an element of interior 
decoration has some historical precedent: the Tullibardine Room in Blair Castle was 
decorated by the Atholl family in tartan furnishings in remembrance of their son, who 
died fighting with the Jacobites.26 Yet this still carries with it a maleness and 
rebelliousness that contrasts with Victoria’s own established use of the pattern at 
Balmoral. Victoria and Albert covered their home in tartan following their acquisition 
of the castle, implementing the textile in carpets, curtains, upholstery, and cushions. 
Lord Claredon, a minister visiting the castle, even remarked on the total oversaturation 
of the tartan that occurred at the estate.27 In this instance its use emphasized a 
specifically domestic space, which established a significant connection with Victoria, 
who understood Balmoral to be the place in which she could become the ideal woman 
and wife.28 McNeil observes that in her Balmoral journals, Victoria presented herself as 
a woman who, within “the private domestic domain,” emphasized subordination to her 
husband, while Carla Prince further remarks that, when in the Highlands, Victoria 
described herself as “a woman, a wife, a mother.”29 Here Victoria thus emphasized her 
immersion into the role of wife and mother while occupying the domestic space that 
was Balmoral. Why would Queen Victoria, who occupied a position of power over even 
her own husband, seek a space in which she could perform the expected femininities 
of the ideal Victorian woman? To aid in answering this question, I bring the work of 
gender theorist Judith Butler, who asserts that femininity is “a mode of enacting and 
re-enacting perceived gender norms.”30 By this logic, in using tartan as a delicate 
accessory or interior design pattern, Victoria is taking part in the performance of her 
expected femininity. In this instance, tartan has become an integral element of her 
expected gender role.  
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While Victoria uses tartan in a distinctly non-masculine way, her use of the textile 
to enhance her femininity only affirms the gender binary. Her appropriation of tartan is 
not due to an intention of subverting traditional notions of femininity by exploring 
tartan’s masculine associations; rather, tartan became part of her performance of the 
typical and expected version of femaleness that her station as monarch made 
complicated. Victoria herself was something of a gender contradiction, holding an 
immeasurably powerful position as the British Empire’s female sovereign at a time 
when severe gender limitations and overt patriarchy restricted the ascent of women’s 
institutional power. As a cloth signalling male power, Victoria could have used tartan 
to explore and advance her own nuanced version of femininity, yet she chose to 
enhance its traditionalist notions instead.  
 
 
THE SUFFRAGETTES AND TARTAN 

Queen Victoria’s use of tartan in an excessively feminized fashion, within the domestic 
space of her home, illustrates the residual maleness that clung to tartan as a pattern 
and a cloth. It needed to be feminized because, in its regular form, it still signalled 
masculinity. It is this maleness, specifically within a military metric, that was 
appropriated by the Scottish suffragettes at the beginning of the twentieth century. 
Maureen Martin explains that the “masculine mystique” of the Highland character 
“allowed very little room to think about Scottishness in terms of female experience and 
concerns.”31 Faiers similarly observes that tartan’s “angularity and strict geometry” 
worked towards its promotion as a specifically male textile.32 Furthermore, Queen 
Victoria used tartan as a mere accessory to an already submissive version of femininity, 
notions that had little to do with the power and heroism that tartan symbolized when 
used by men.  
 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, Scottishness remained essentially 
masculine within the grids of the tartan itself, alienating both femininity and female 
expression. The answer to this problem for the Glasgow School, a collective of artists 
working at the end of the nineteenth century looking to push the boundaries of 
conservative art, was to simply not use these signifiers to depict femininity in their art.33 
For example, Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh’s The May Queen emphasizes 
femininity through its use of softer, curving lines, a stark contrast to tartan’s harsh 
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angularity. The Glasgow School’s solution was a complete abandonment of any 
symbolism associated with Scottish maleness in order to explore femaleness and 
femininity. This surely cannot be the answer, as it assumes that tartan, a traditionally 
male pattern, can never truly represent or explore femaleness, and continues to 
alienate the female from an important signifier of Scottish identity. I argue that it is in 
the suffragettes’ use of tartan that avoids simply recreating traditional gender norms 
while using of an important and symbolic part of Scotland’s heritage. 
 

While Queen Victoria’s use of tartan evokes a more romantic vision of 
Scottishness, the suffragettes very clearly evoke the military legacy of the Scottish 
tartan. Historian Robert Clyde explains that during the nineteenth century, Highland 
dress and tartan became popular as a result of the Highland regiments’ exploits and 
victories in the imperial enterprise.34  Art Historian J.W.M. Hichberger observes that 
although the regiments were statistically a minority within the British imperial army, it 
was the Highland soldiers, in their kilted uniforms, that dominated nineteenth century 
artistic and literary depictions.35 McNeil explains that the popularity of this type of 
portrait was largely due to “the stunning visual spectacle” that these uniformed soldiers 
provided for the British public.36 Robert Gibb’s painting, The Thin Red Line, exemplifies 
this sense of spectacular imagery, with the portrait of the soldiers is brimming with 
heroism and bravery. In The Thin Red Line, the soldier’s red coats and tartan kilts make 
for a highly dramatic scene. The Scottish soldier was understood to embody a 
masculine ideal to aspire towards by exuding qualities of ferocity, fearlessness, and 
loyalty.37 These mighty men are both awe-inspiring and frightening. All images of 
Highland regiments contain the visually stunning Highland uniform with either kilt or 
trews, tartan trousers. British Imperial Historian Matthew Dziennik explains that 
Highland dress’ specifically military emphasis, “provided wearers with access to various 
types of masculinity.”38 In this sense, the wearer of the uniform, physically embodies 
the qualities of heroism, bravery, and ferocity that are coded as masculine – and it is 
these qualities that the suffragettes take on for their agenda.  
 

Looking back at the image of the Scottish suffragettes with their tartan sashes 
(fig. 1), it is now apparent that this act alludes to the Highland soldier’s military 
uniforms. Many of the suffragettes also wear the distinctive Glengarry hats, bonnets 
which were part of the regimental military uniform, with their sashes deliberately wide 
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and worn high on the shoulder. The similarity of the women’s costume to the military 
uniforms reveals the suffragettes’ deliberate evocation of the textile’s symbolism. 
Contrariwise, Victoria’s lithograph portrait (fig. 2) shows her tartan sash worn low to 
accentuate her delicate shoulders, enhancing her femininity. It can there be 
understood that the suffragettes are evoking the qualities that are ascribed to the 
Highland soldier, with their of tartan in a military fashion to emphasize their ferocity, 
fearlessness, and loyalty to their cause. This is in keeping with Butler’s theory of gender 
as performance, as here the suffragettes are performing a highly militaristic form of 
masculinity. British Suffragette Christabel Pankhurst called the campaign a ‘war’ to gain 
suffrage, for like its campaigns in southern England, the Scottish battle, too was 
characterized by increasing acts of militancy and violence.39  This constant and 
repetitive evocation of war and military imagery simultaneously masculinized and 
strengthened the cause and actions of the suffragettes, because, at this time in history, 
a more masculine model would have garnered more respect, a fact of which the 
suffragettes seemed to have been totally aware. The suffragettes, like the Highland 
soldiers whose spirits they are referencing, saw themselves as fighting a battle, and 
their uniforms indicate their preparedness and capability to fight. It is unusual though, 
that the suffragettes would have adopted the tartan considering its strong connection 
to the highly patriarchal clan system.40 The Highland clan families each had their own 
individual tartan sett, and a large variety of family tartans are on display in the photo of 
the suffragettes parade. It is interesting that the suffragettes would choose use tartan 
in their campaign, considering its origins and continued connection to the patriarchal 
clan system. But it seems that the suffragettes saw great use in appropriating the 
military signifiers of tartan, regardless of any other association with the family clans.  
 

The event on September 18th, 1908 that the tartan-bearing suffragettes were 
celebrating was the release of Mary Phillips, a Women’s Social and Political Union 
(WSPU) suffragette, and supported the organization’s militancy from Holloway Prison.41 
Phillips can already be understood as a kind of soldier, and was later painted as one 
following her incarceration. She was the longest serving suffragette, with her sentence 
for a demonstration in the House of Commons having been extended to almost five 
months in prison.42 Upon her release, the WSPU organized “a fine Scottish welcome” 
for her that included a parade of tartan and bagpipes.43 During the procession, the 
suffragettes even sang the rousingly patriotic ‘Scots wha hae’ (Scots, Who Have) for 
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Phillips, which carries with it heavy military connotations. Written by Robert Burns as a 
battle cry uttered by Robert the Bruce to his troops, the poem exclaims “By 
oppression’s woes and pains!/By your sons in servile chains!”44 This use of poetic 
language in connection to the suffragette’s work is a compelling evocation of the type 
of injustice these women were fighting against. Their singing of ‘Scots wha hae’ puts 
the suffragettes’ fight at the same level with other great male battles in Scottish history. 
 

Through the suffragettes adorning military signifiers, and their singing of a battle 
song, the suffragettes repeatedly invoke and take on a military male persona. In this 
instance, the women are using tartan as part of an appropriation of a certain type of 
ferocious masculinity, and militant male gender signifiers, an act which supports 
Butler’s emphasis on the performativity of gender. Their use of tartan in these instances 
as a symbol of rebellion and insurrection is a return to its eighteenth century Jacobite 
use. The portrait of the suffragettes wearing their sashes has much in common with 
Ramsay’s portrait of Flora MacDonald: here are women at different times in history that 
are using tartan in a politically explosive manner. Like the English government 
following the Rebellion of 1745, the suffragettes recognized the possibility of tartan to 
inspire revolution and uprising. Murray Pittock argues that tartan can be understood to 
“embody alternative traditions to those of the dominant hegemony.”45 This is ultimately 
the attitude the suffragettes take in their use of tartan; that is, to challenge the dominant 
conceptions of women and their abilities. This defiance through the use of the male 
military persona, a deliberately subversive act, further complicates the relationship 
between tartan and gender.  
 
 
TARTAN AS CROSS-DRESSING 

The tartan and Highland dress have a complex relationship with masculinity, which 
necessitates an exploration of the kilt as a symbol of masculinity. As McNeil explains, 
while the kilt was strongly associated with Scottish maleness, especially in the context 
of the Highland soldier’s virility, it was viewed as ‘oppositional dress’ for much of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth century.46 This is largely due to the fact that kilts were a kind 
of skirt, and many outsiders could not reconcile the mix of gender indicators.47 This 
type of ‘male petticoat’ horrified the English, who saw it as proof of the Highlander’s 
savagery, and used it to justify its ban in 1745 as part of the Act of Proscription.48 
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McNeil further explains that the kilt became a point of fascination as it reveals 

what should have been concealed – the male body – and even hinted at a possibility of 
seeing the male genitalia.49 This possibility of exposure subsequently became a source 
of comedy, which sought to emasculate the wearers of the kilt, the Scots, who would 
normally represent a virial and primal masculinity. Faiers argues that the repetitive 
comedy surrounding the kilt is a result of the “perceived threat to dominant sexual 
hierarchy” that it embodies for the non-kilt wearer.50 According to the ‘natural order of 
things,’ men should not wear skirts, especially short ones. This action confuses the 
gender codes within fashion, and therefore, must be mocked when not used to 
promote a certain type of masculinity. Thus, prior to its use by the suffragettes, the kilt 
had already endowed tartan with the ability to trouble gender binaries. In this context, 
the kilt, and by extension tartan, can be understood as a type of cross-dressing, in that 
the wearers simultaneously adorn a female-coded garment which uphold the 
masculine characteristics of the Highlander costume and persona. If the kilt and the 
tartan are the costume that endow its wearer with a specific type of masculinity, then 
this very construction of Highland dress reveals the artificiality of gendered signifiers. 
The gendered Highland costume can therefore be understood as part of a larger 
repetition of gender norms, one that is constructed and performative.  
 

This understanding of the kilt and tartan as a mode of cross-dressing, especially 
in the context of the suffragettes’ project, relates strongly to Judith Butler of gender 
performativity, wherein she argues that femininity and masculinity are constructed 
through the repetition of norms and behaviors.51 It is a performance of totally artificial 
and socially fabricated gender signifiers, which creates both a ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ way 
of performing gender.52 The suffragettes’ successful appropriation of a militaristic 
masculinity thus illustrates the constructiveness of these performed traits. Writing on 
the Women’s Rights Movement, Queen Victoria condemned the women for 
“[unsexing] themselves by claiming equality with men” which she argues would result 
in their becoming horribly ugly creatures.53 Here Queen Victoria distinguishes 
between a right and wrong femininity. The suffragette’s inability both to perform a 
femininity based in submission and passivity, and their defiance of the gender norms 
and expectations of the Victorian era, results in their social condemnation. Because the 
Scottish suffragettes are able to perform a certain type of masculinity so effectively, 
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they expose the inherent artificiality of these signifiers. Butler uses drag to expose the 
“artificial nature of our gender identity,” an act which further illustrates the 
performativity of gender, as it subversively repeats the gender signifiers of the 
opposite gender, thereby questioning their naturalness and stability.54 It is possible to 
consider the kilt as a kind of cross-dressing, as it did work against conceptions of male 
dress of the eighteenth and nineteenth (and even twentieth) centuries; however, it was 
not a deliberate challenge to gender norms. Thus, this consideration of the kilt as drag 
is somewhat unsatisfying.  
 

A further exploration of the subversive use of the kilt and tartan as drag is 
possible through the analysis of an image of two young women wearing kilts on the 
day of the suffragette parade in 1908 (fig. 3). These two unidentified suffragettes both 
wear tartan skirts with large sporrans hanging from their waists, military style jackets, 
feathered Glengarry caps, and plaid sashes on their shoulders. It is possible the two 
women are sisters, though they each wear two different tartan setts, and thus any clan 
or family identification become difficult to detect. Their costume is not simply an 
evocation of military signifiers, but a complete adoption of a masculine persona 
through dress. As Butler notes, in the performance of these male characteristics by 
women, this action exposes the constructed artificiality of the male Scot as mighty and 
strong. Especially in the context of the spectacle of the parade, with the other 
suffragettes already appropriating certain masculine signifiers, this act of cross-
dressing registers as an extremely subversive act. The spectator realizes the attributed 
artificiality surrounding the attribution of courage and heroism exclusively to men since 
these women are able to successfully perform this kind of masculinity in their fight for 
suffrage. This is not just any kind of masculinity the women are able to perform, but 
that of the Highland soldier, whose very essence emanates strength and power. As 
women intent on challenging the limitations placed upon females, this performance 
works towards their goal by subverting and undermining popular conceptions of 
femininity. Theoretically, there is no longer a right/wrong performance of maleness or 
femaleness, because there no longer exists a binary within which to consider the 
Scottish tartan. The suffragette’s demand for power in the political sphere becomes 
manifest in the powerful act of gender subversion. Interestingly, Hanoverian 
propaganda against the Jacobites during the eighteenth century spread rumors of 
cross-dressing women that was meant to indicate the Scots’ ‘unnaturalness.’55 Thus, the 
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kilted ladies inherit a legacy of Scottish cross-dressing, and use it extremely effectively 
to make a political statement furthering their cause. I would argue that it is the use of 
tartan in this specific instance that truly frees it of its long association with exclusively 
masculine characteristics. The use of a fabric which already troubled the gender binary 
by subversive women to further reveal the artificiality of the gendered traits effectively 
liberated tartan from the confines of the gender binary.  
 
 
CONCLUSION 

The use of the tartan in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and early twentieth century was an 
inherently gendered act. The evocation of tartan before and after the Jacobite 
Rebellion highlights the textile’s perceived threat to the dominant power; a threat, 
however, which at the time did not extend to women. During the Victorian era, a 
romanticized vision of Scotland aided in strengthening the association of tartan with a 
specific type of primal masculinity that emphasized strength and loyalty. Queen 
Victoria’s own use of tartan emphasized her own femininity, especially in the domestic 
interior of the home, and functioned to support a highly gendered view of the cloth. It 
was only with the suffragette’s appropriation of the tartan that a more complex vision 
of gendered tartan emerges. Through their evocation of the Highland soldier, the 
suffragettes’ use of tartan becomes a way to challenge the dominant institutions that 
limited women’s power, as it was the kilted suffragettes that truly dissolved a binary 
understanding of gender in relationship to tartan that liberated the textile. As a cloth 
of rebellion and subversion on the bodies of the kilted ladies, tartan becomes an 
extremely powerful and effective way of understanding the performativity and 
artificiality of gender.  
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(Figure 1): Artist Unknown, Suffragettes welcoming Mary Phillips on her release from 
Holloway Prison, September 18th, 1908, Photograph on paper. 
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(Figure 2): Artist Unknown, Queen Victoria, c. 1858-75, Lithograph with pencil, 47.2 
cm x 33.8 cm. 
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(Figure 3): Artist Unknown, Suffragettes in Highland dress, September 18th, 1908, 
Photograph on paper. 
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